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And, much like the Law School itself, Professor Levmore
appeals only to a select group of people. One of Professor
Levmore’s most endearing traits is that he has no desire to
be universally beloved; in fact, he would hate that. He enjoys
few things more than pinning students down into an 
intellectual corner, forcing them to rethink and twist and
wiggle their way out. He loves asking the difficult questions,
the more personally challenging the better. At the same
time, I have not met many people who have a bigger heart
or who are more invested in their students. He pushes
because he cares, though it may take some people years of
study, reflection, and/or therapy to figure that out.
I was fortunate to be able to take a class with Professor
Levmore (with the most inventive final I can remember),
but it was by sheer luck, and perhaps courtesy of a few
moments of snark-fueled banter in the Green Lounge, that
I had an opportunity to
work as his research 
assistant. Though the
focus of my employment
was to research tort cases
and perform the occasional
Maroon-booking, the
truly lasting lessons I took
away from my time with
Professor Levmore came
from our conversations.
Every day, we would 
discuss a range of topics,
and I found myself often having to reevaluate a previously
held opinion or stance. He seemed to relish the challenge
of turning my arguments on their heads; I had a blast.
Professor Levmore’s wit, wisdom, compassion, energy,
and especially his smirk, are legendary. However, it’s his way
of constantly questioning that makes him unforgettable.
As I wrote this piece, I wondered if there would come a
point when I would feel comfortable referring to him as
Saul, as he has asked me to do on a number of occasions.
Then I realized why I can’t bring myself to do it: I cannot
imagine a time when I will not learn from, or be challenged
by, Professor Levmore. I hope I am lucky enough to be his
student for many years to come. 
Saul Levmore
By Sara Feinstein, ’08
The University of Chicago Law School is not for everyone.
As Professor Levmore tells prospective students during
admitted students’ weekend, our law school appeals only
to a select group of people. It can be a tough, challenging
place that might, on some days, push you almost to your
breaking point (or, maybe past it). But if you are one of those
special people who is able to truly appreciate the value of the
law school—if you are someone who can love its quirks
and drink the proverbial Kool-Aid so deeply that it dribbles
down your chin—then perhaps this is the place for you. 
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